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Abstract
Multi-interaction systems abound in nature, from colloidal
suspensions to gene regulatory circuits. These systems can
produce complex dynamics and graph neural networks have
been proposed as a method to extract underlying interac-
tions and predict how systems will evolve. The current train-
ing and evaluation procedures for these models through the
use of synthetic multi-relational datasets however are agnos-
tic to interaction network isomorphism classes, which pro-
duce identical dynamics up to initial conditions. We exten-
sively analyse how isomorphism class awareness affects these
models, focusing on neural relational inference (NRI) mod-
els, which are unique in explicitly inferring interactions to
predict dynamics in the unsupervised setting. Specifically,
we demonstrate that isomorphism leakage overestimates per-
formance in multi-relational inference and that sampling bi-
ases present in the multi-interaction network generation pro-
cess can impair generalisation. To remedy this, we propose
isomorphism-aware synthetic benchmarks for model evalu-
ation. We use these benchmarks to test generalisation abil-
ities and demonstrate the existence of a threshold sampling
frequency of isomorphism classes for successful learning. In
addition, we demonstrate that isomorphism classes can be
utilised through a simple prioritisation scheme to improve
model performance, stability during training and reduce train-
ing time.
1 Introduction
We focus on the task of predicting the dynamics of sim-
ple many-body multi-interaction systems, a first step to-
wards scaling to more complex dynamical systems. A va-
riety of approaches have been developed to tackle variants
of this problem, including predicting the trajectories of par-
ticles given the underlying interaction network (Battaglia
et al. 2016), learning to simulate complex physics with
graph networks (Sanchez-Gonzalez et al. 2020), and apply-
ing constraints from Lagrangian dynamics to learn a physics
model (Lutter, Ritter, and Peters 2019). We will focus on
approaches that both predict trajectories and infer relations
in the system, neural relational inference (NRI) (Kipf et al.
2018) and factorised neural relation inference (fNRI) (Webb
et al. 2019). These are unsupervised models which explicitly
infer the underlying interactions of a system to predict the
resulting dynamics. This structure is akin to an interpretable
* Equal contribution.
theory and the predictions it makes, with the aim of being a
more valuable research tool compared to inscrutable black-
boxes. The investigations conducted will also be relevant to
synthetic multi-relational datasets from other settings (Sinha
et al. 2020).
Despite designing the model architecture around the po-
tential value of explicitly inferring interactions, little atten-
tion is paid to the structure of multiplex interaction networks
or their sampling distribution in training and evaluation rou-
tines. There are many non-obvious results in the field of ran-
dom graph theory, perhaps the most well-known being the
percolation transition where, above a threshold connectiv-
ity, it is expected that a single component will come to en-
compass the entire graph (Erds and Rnyi 1959, 1960). Ef-
fects such as these can bias the generation of the synthetic
data used to train these models, hampering generalisation
and causing performance to be overestimated.
A second missing component is the scientific process by
which experiments are formulated to test the edge of current
theories: areas well within the understood domain provide
little new information, whereas regions far beyond our un-
derstanding are often too poorly explained to allow insight
to be gained from results. Scientific progress is driven by
this almost antagonistic relationship between theorists and
experimentalists. This is absent from the training procedure
of these models, where examples are treated without consid-
eration as to the model’s current performance.
We incorporate these concerns into better synthetic multi-
relation dataset generation and a new training procedure in
this work. To do this, we first analyse the structure of in-
teraction networks (Section 3), exposing non-intuitive re-
sults in the distribution of multiplex isomorphism classes
and exploring how generation methods can incur a bias and
leak over generated datasets. We demonstrate how these bi-
ases impact training and the overestimation of model perfor-
mance arising due to leakage. We also (tentatively) present
a novel fast algorithm for the construction of the set of
non-isomorphic interaction networks, with a proof of cor-
rectness1. We then present isomorphism-aware benchmarks
which were used to evaluate the model’s performance and
1To the best of our knowledge, following a thorough literature
review and consultation with domain experts, the algorithm and
proof are original work, though we welcome any suggestions of
prior-art.
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Figure 1: Model overview. The encoder embeds trajectories (x) and, using vertex-to-edge (v → e) and edge-to-vertex (e→ v)
message-passing operations, produces the latent interaction network. The sampled edges (z) modulate pairwise functions (f˜ke )
in the decoder that can be associated with forces in classical physics. A function of the net resultant ‘force’ (sum over k) is used
to update the mean position using a skip-connection. [x||y] indicates concatenation.
identify the presence of a threshold sampling frequency of
isomorphism classes for successful learning (Section 4). Fi-
nally, we show that incorporating isomorphism awareness
via priority sampling improves model performance, stabil-
ity during training, and significantly reduces training time
(Section 5).
2 Model background
We present a brief overview of the task formulation and
state-of-the-art approaches, the Neural Relational Inference
(NRI) model (Kipf et al. 2018) and its derivative, the Fac-
torised Neural Relational Inference (fNRI) model (Webb
et al. 2019). We do not make any architectural modifications
to the original models.
Problem statement The primary task is the reconstruction
(or evolution) of trajectories of particles in an interacting
system, represented as a sequence of feature vectors over
particles, xi = {x0i , ...,xTi }, and time, xt = {xt1, ...,xtN},
with neither access to nor supervision from the ground truth
interaction network.
Model formulation Both the NRI and fNRI are formu-
lated as variational-autoencoders (VAEs) with observed tra-
jectories being encoded as a latent interaction network that
determines the output trajectory evolution for some initial
conditions. Architecturally, the models are graph neural net-
works that use message passing in the encoder and decoder.
The encoder embeds each particle’s trajectory then, through
a series of vertex-to-edge and edge-to-vertex message pass-
ing operations, produces an edge-embedding between each
pair of particles. The models differ in the dimensionality and
meaning of the edge-embedding: the NRI uses a one-hot 2k-
dimensional vector with a separate edge-type for each in-
teraction and combination of interactions; the fNRI uses a
multi-categorical vector of length 2k where different edge
types exist only for different interactions. The decoder sam-
ples the latent interaction network to modulate the message-
passing between particles, corresponding to the transmission
of force-carrying particles. Figure 1 presents the model dia-
grammatically.
Though the fNRI outperforms the original NRI, that the
models differ in their handling of the latent interaction net-
works makes them both relevant to our analysis of the im-
pact that interaction network sampling has on performance
estimation.
3 Isomorphism analysis
Figure 2: Edge-coloured multi-graph (left) and multiplex
network (centre) representations of an interacting system;
and the combinations of a pair of basis graphs (right).
{A1, A2, A3} form an equivalence class based on rotations,
similarly for {B1, B2, B3} and {C1, C2, C3}, respectively.
In addition, the B and C graphs collectively form an equiv-
alence class (analogous to reflections). If the basis graphs
were combined at random, {B ≡ C} would be selected
twice as frequently as A.
In this section we analyse interaction networks through
their isomorphism classes, investigate the sampling biases
that arise from standard multi-interaction network genera-
tion processes, and show how information can leak between
datasets through isomorphisms. The influence of the bias
and leakage on performance evaluation is presented. Here
we focus our analysis on five particles interacting via ideal-
springs, finite-springs, and a charge force in two dimensions,
as in the original work (Webb et al. 2019).
3.1 Isomorphism classes
The set of possible interaction networks for some combi-
nation of interactions can be partitioned into isomorphism
classes which, up to initial conditions, result in identical par-
ticle dynamics. In this sense the isomorphism classes form
the set of ‘unique networks’ that can be generated.
Basis networks We can simplify our analysis by first con-
sidering the isomorphism classes of the base interactions
separately, as the multiplex network2 is itself formed of the
combinations and node-permutations of these (see Figure
2). In our experiments the interactions can either be pair-
wise (ideal-springs, finite-springs) or collective (charges)
with different restrictions on the resulting basis networks,
as shown in Figure 3. We also make use of the equiva-
lence of symmetries for complementary graphs—the auto-
morphisms of a graph and its complement are identical—
meaning we need only consider the combinations of sparse
graphs, from which the full set can be constructed by taking
the complements of the basis networks (being careful with
self-complementary graphs).
Figure 3: Sparse complement basis networks for pairwise
(left, purple) and collective (right, green) interactions for 4
particles. There are 11 graphs with 4 vertices, but for pair-
wise we can use the 6 shown and for collective just 3 will
suffice, without loss of generality. This significantly reduces
the computational cost of finding the set of unique multi-
plex networks. Note that collective interactions always con-
sist of a single fully-connected component with the other
particles being isolated (particles that are charged interact
with all other charged particles).
Multiplex isomorphism classes To generate multi-
interaction networks we join basis networks together to form
a multiplex network. The set of multiplex networks result-
ing from all the combinations of basis networks, and all the
ways of joining them up, can be partitioned into multiplex
isomorphism classes. Just as for the basis networks, these
can be considered as the meaningfully ‘unique networks. An
example of multiplex isomorphism classes partitioning the
interaction networks, generated by joining basis networks
together, is shown in Figure 2. For multiplex networks to be
isomorphic, it is necessary that the layers are separately iso-
morphic, and as such we are guaranteed to include all non-
2A multiplex network is a vertex-aligned multilayer graph. A
vertex exists in every layer and is only connected to itself across
layers.
isomorphic multiplex networks when considering only the
combinations of basis networks.
Algorithm 1: Generating multiplex isomorphism
classes with automorphisms
Input : Graphs G1, G2 of length k with
automorphisms {A11, A12, ...A1N},{A12, A22, ...A2M}
Output: S, the set of non-isomorphic multiplex
networks with basis graphs G1, G2
1 List all ways of connecting the graphs as permutations
of k labels as lp;
2 Instantiate empty lists for the checked, lc, and
unchecked, lu, members of an equivalence class and
an empty set for the output, S;
3 while lp is not empty do
4 move a permutation from lp to lu;
5 while lu is not empty do
6 move a permutation from lu to lc;
7 foreach automorphism of G1 do
8 apply the automorphism directly to the
labels of the latest element of lc;
9 if the result is not in lu and not in lc then
10 move the result from lp and add it to lu
11 foreach automorphism of G2 do
12 apply the automorphism to the label
positions of the latest element of lc;
13 if the result is not in lu and not in lc then
14 move the result from lp and add it to lu
15 add an element from lc to S as the representative of
the class and empty lc
Fast multiplex isomorphism generation To understand
the sampling distribution over multiplex isomorphism
classes we need to generate them. Naively, this can be
achieved by generating all possible networks (binary strings
over the number of edges), checking that they are multiplex
and satisfy force relations, and then performing pairwise iso-
morphism tests to build groups. We present a new method
that exploits the symmetries of the basis networks and the
process of combining them.
The key concept is to write the ways of combining ba-
sis graphs as permutations of node labels and then make
associations between these using automorphisms. We can
write all the ways of combining a pair of graphs with la-
bels (abc...) and (123...), respectively, by keeping the sec-
ond graph fixed and permuting the nodes in the first. By def-
inition, performing an automorphic transformation on node
labels in one layer of the multiplex is undetectable in the
other layers, and so the resulting permutation of node labels
is isomorphic to the original network. This allows us to con-
struct an equivalence class by applying all basis graph auto-
morphisms, grouping the resulting permutations and further
applying the automorphisms to the results to form a closed-
group. Notably, any automorphism for the overall network
must also be an automorphism for every basis graph, and
so we do not overlook any transformations. We provide a
visualisation of the method in Figure 4, psuedocode in Al-
gorithm 1 and a proof in Appendix A.
Our method is applied on pre-generated automorphisms (a
task handled by multiple existing libraries (Darga, Sakallah,
and Markov 2008). To combine a third graph, we can flatten
the representative multiplex of S where the automorphisms
of the flattened graphs are given by the automorphisms that
exist in both basis networks for the given node pairing (per-
mutation). The flattened graph can then be passed as input
itself.
3.2 Sampling biases and data leaks
Given we are now able to efficiently generate the set of non-
isomorphic multiplex networks for a group of interaction
types, we turn our attention to the sampling distribution in-
duced by different generation methods and their effects on
model performance and evaluation.
MODEL DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY
FNRI TRAIN-ER 19.61±0.56 0.575±0.059TRAIN-UNIFORM 16.45± 1.03 0.553±0.019
NRI TRAIN-ER 428.55±20.18 0.565±0.071TRAIN-UNIFORM 376.44± 8.95 0.583±0.053
Table 1: fNRI and NRI performance on the Train-ER and
Train-Uniform datasets with ideal-spring, charge, finite-
spring interactions. The ER sampling biases affects the pre-
dictive performance of the models.
Not all networks are created equally Kipf et al. (2018)
generate interaction networks with Bernoulli sampling over
edges for pairwise interactions and Bernoulli sampling over
nodes for collective interactions, a process that is inherited
by Webb et al. (2019). Sampling graphs with a Bernoulli
distribution on the presence of edges is commonly known
as ErdsRnyi (ER) sampling and we will refer to this gener-
ation procedure as Original-ER. The total number of edges
or interacting-nodes follow a binomial distribution and there
is a second bias arising for pairwise interactions from their
arrangement, as shown in Figure 5. We also consider a sec-
ond generation method where basis network isomorphism
classes are sampled uniformly, Uniform-Basis, that removes
the arrangement bias. By propagating the distribution these
methods induce over basis network sampling frequencies,
we can produce the relative frequency of the full multi-
plex network isomorphism classes, shown in Figure 6. We
find strong sampling biases exist for both methods, with the
most-to-least-likely ratio exceeding 100:1 in each case.
We compare the performance of models that are trained
on training sets generated by ER sampling and uniform sam-
pling of the multiplex isomorphism classes. The latter re-
moves all sampling biases on the multiplex isomorphism
classes. The validation and test sets are generated by uni-
form sampling of the multiplex isomorphism classes, and
are identical between both datasets, which will be referred
to as Train-ER and Train-Uniform respectively. The results
in Table 1 show that ER bias reduces the performance on
both the models.
MODEL DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY
FNRI ORIGINAL-ER 21.19± 0.53 0.609± 0.051REJECTION-ER 24.82± 1.83 0.525± 0.010
NRI ORIGINAL-ER 24.49± 0.34 0.604± 0.057REJECTION-ER 26.10± 0.48 0.507± 0.059
Table 2: fNRI and NRI performance on the Original-ER
and Rejection-ER datasets with ideal-spring, charge, finite-
spring interactions. Isomorphism leakage in the Original-ER
sampling leads to performance overestimation.
Isomorphism leakage Conventionally, training, valida-
tion and test sets are disjoint. Naive generation of the inter-
action networks however will almost certainly result in some
multiplex isomorphism classes being present in the different
sets, i.e. leaking to the test set. For two datasets X1 and X2
with data x(G) generated by some latent graph G, we say
that there is isomorphism leakage between X1 and X2 if
there exists x1(G1) ∈ X1 and x2(G2) ∈ X2 where G1 and
G2 are isomorphic. Neither Kipf et al. (2018) nor Webb et al.
(2019) claim to control for this possibility, and it is not the
case that identical examples are present across their splits
as initial conditions vary, however, by controlling for this
facet of variability in isolation we find significant changes
in judged model performance. We adopt the exact training
scheme used by Webb et al. (2019)3 to compare models
trained on datasets produced with the Original-ER method
and an adaptation that controls for isomorphism leakage by
rejecting test samples from multiplex isomorphism classes
present in the training set (Rejection-ER). The results pre-
sented in Table 2 show that the leaky test set judges models
to produce better trajectories and more accurately infer in-
teraction relations, thus overestimating performance.
4 Model testing
In light of the previous results, there is a need for a stan-
dardised and reproducible isomorphism-aware benchmark-
ing framework to evaluate model performances (Dwivedi
et al. 2020). In this section we propose multiple benchmarks
and utilise them, to analyse the fNRI. We test for generalis-
ability, focusing on the evaluation of flexibility and robust-
ness over ‘skill’ (Chollet 2019). We also investigate how the
training set distribution affects performance, including vary-
ing the sampling frequency of isomorphism classes in the
training set.
3Both the original NRI and fNRI have made their codebases
publicly available, greatly enabling this work.
Permutations:
Figure 4: Two basis networks are combined to form multiplex networks using our automorphism method. Permutations of (abc)
are implicitly connected to the statically ordered (123), which accounts for all unique vertex-aligned ways of connecting the
graphs (top). Applying automorphic transformations α and β groups permutations into isomorphism equivalence classes (left,
right) and leaves non-isomorphic networks separate. Because we keep the 123-basis network fixed, β manifests as exchanging
the first and third elements of the permutation string.
DATASET INITIAL CONDITIONS INTERACTION NETWORKS TOTAL TRAJECTORIESTRAIN VAL TEST TRAIN VAL TEST TRAIN VAL TEST
ORIGINAL-ER RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM 50000 10000 10000
CON-n n 22 22 454 454 454 454× n 9988 9988
CON-111 111 22 22 454 454 454 50394 9988 9988
ISO-155 155 155 155 324 65 65 50220 10075 10075
CON-ISO 155 155 155 324 65 65 50220 10075 10075
Table 3: Dataset summary for ideal-spring, charge interactions. The number of initial conditions, interaction networks and total
number of trajectories for the training, validation and test sets are given.
Figure 5: Ways of arranging two edges between four nodes.
There are 6 edge positions and 15 (equally-likely) ways of
arranging 2 edges on them (6-choose-2). Of these, 12 are in
one equivalence class (unshaded, purple) and 3 are in the
other (shaded, green). Other factors being equal, the first
equivalence class is four times more likely to be sampled
than the second in the Original-ER generation procedure.
DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY
ORIGINAL-ER 10.03 ± 0.47 0.928 ± 0.008
CON-111 14.31 ± 0.71 0.943 ± 0.005
ISO-155 8.07± 0.56 0.965± 0.001
CON-ISO 9.65±0.33 0.534± 0.003
Table 4: fNRI performance on the ideal-spring, charge
datasets. The fNRI demonstrates generalisation to different
initial conditions, multiplex isomorphism classes and both.
Measuring generalisation Considering the uniqueness of
interaction networks, we can associate testing on isomor-
phism classes seen during training with the transductive
setup (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhutdinov 2016), where the
same graph is used in both contexts, and testing on unseen
classes with the inductive setup. We can further associate
two kinds of generalisation with these cases: to different ini-
tial conditions (Con) in the transductive case, and to differ-
ent interaction networks (Iso) in the inductive case.
Here we focus on the ideal-spring and charge interactions
for five particles as the number of multiplex isomorphism
Figure 6: Rank-frequency plot of multiplex isomorphism
class relative sampling frequencies under the Original-ER
generation method (left) and Uniform-Basis method (right).
Isomorphism classes with joint-rank are grouped with group
colour added to aid visualisation. This shows the strong sam-
pling biases that arise as a consequence of the methods used
to generate interaction networks: some equivalence classes
are highly prioritised while others are effectively never sam-
pled. The ratio of most-to-least likely is 581:1 for Original-
ER and 120:1 for Uniform-Basis.
classes is small (454). The original work (Kipf et al. 2018)
used what will be referred to as the Original-ER dataset for
ideal-spring, charge interactions. This has the same struc-
ture as in Section 3.2, which also included finite-springs.
To test Con and Iso generalisation, and also compare our
results with the Original-ER dataset, we propose the Con-
111 dataset and Iso-155 dataset respectively. We also inves-
tigate both types of generalisation together using the Con-
Iso dataset. The Con-111 dataset contains [454, 454, 454]
multiplex isomorphism classes (all of them), with [111, 22,
22] initial conditions (the same set for each multiplex iso-
morphism class). The Iso-155 dataset partitions the multi-
plex isomorphism classes between the training, validation
and test set such that they do not overlap, each with the same
set of 155 initial conditions. The Con-Iso dataset also has
the same structure, but all the initial conditions are different.
In these datasets the number of initial conditions is chosen
such that the total trajectories closely matches that of the
Original-ER dataset e.g. 111 × 454 ≈ 50000. A summary
of these datasets and the results are shown in Table 3 and 4
respectively.
The fNRI performs well on the Con-111 and Iso-155
datasets and demonstrates generalisation to different initial
conditions, multiplex isomorphism classes separately. Per-
haps counter-intuitively, the Iso-155 dataset actually outper-
forms the Con-111 dataset. A plausible explanation is that
repeatedly observing the same interaction networks applied
to different initial conditions provides a stronger learning
signal, which in turn enables superior performance and gen-
eralisation. The Con-Iso dataset demonstrates good perfor-
mance for the mean-squared error, but has a much lower en-
coding accuracy. This may be due to the model learning an
implicit encoding of the trajectories that isn’t interaction net-
work based, as opposed to the explicit one which the encod-
ing accuracy measures.
Figure 7: Performance of the fNRI vs. the number of ini-
tial conditions for each isomorphism class in the training
set for ideal-spring, charge interactions. The encoding ac-
curacy (left), higher is better. This shows a sharp rise at
around 20 initial conditions. The mean-squared error (MSE)
for 20 time-steps (right), lower is better. The dashed grey
line shows the MSE for stationary particles. The MSE shows
a significant drop at around 20 initial conditions.
Few-Shot learning Though state-of-the-art performance
in many machine learning tasks is achieved with large
amounts of labelled data, there are many domains in which
it is impractical or overly costly to gather sufficient data.
In such a setting, few-shot learning algorithms can be em-
ployed to make best use of what is available (Wang et al.
2019). The effect of the frequency of occurrence of each
multiplex isomorphism class in the training set is explored
in this section to investigate the fNRI’s capacity for few-shot
learning. The Con-n datasets are used, which have the same
Figure 8: Mean validation performance for unprioritised and prioritised sampling with and without grouping by multiplex
isomorphism classes of ideal-spring, charge interactions. Prioritised sampling with grouping reliably increases the learning rate
and the performance of both the fNRI and NRI.
structure as the Con-111 dataset, where each multiplex iso-
morphism class is seen n-times per epoch. Figure 7 shows
how model performance improves as the number of initial
conditions, n, is increased.
As expected, the performance of the fNRI increases and
then plateaus as the number of initial conditions increase.
There is a rise in performance at around 20 initial condi-
tions, which is associated with the increase in encoding ac-
curacy. This shows that there is a threshold sampling fre-
quency of isomorphism classes for successful learning. Cu-
riously, there is a large drop in the mean-squared error below
the threshold frequency. Again, we believe that the model
may be learning to encode an implicit representation of the
interaction network, which allows for the prediction of the
few trajectories that are present in the smaller datasets with
lower number of initial conditions. Once we pass the thresh-
old frequency, it may be that the explicit representation is re-
quired to capture the entire dataset, hence the increase in en-
coding accuracy and consequently the decrease of the mean-
squared error.
5 Prioritised sampling
In this section, we use a simple prioritisation scheme to anal-
yse the benefits isomorphism-awareness can have on train-
ing speed and final performance. The likelihood of selecting
an example for training is proportional to the exponentially
weighted average of the historic model error on that sample.
The historic error can also be grouped by multiplex isomor-
phism class. The performance of unprioritised and priori-
tised sampling with and without grouping is shown in Figure
8.
Prioritised sampling in the fNRI reliably shifts the learn-
ing curve to lower epochs, increasing the learning rate. With-
out grouping by multiplex isomorphism classes, the fNRI
converges to lower performances. Prioritised sampling also
improves performance in the NRI, again to a lesser ex-
tent without grouping. This demonstrates that isomorphism-
awareness can be used to improve model performances.
6 Conclusions
We have analysed multiplex isomorphism classes in the con-
text of learning to model multi-interaction systems. On the
basis of our analysis, we have shown that the performance
of models on this task has been overestimated, particularly
with regards to generalisation. To remedy this problem we
have proposed and evaluated new benchmarking datasets.
Through experiments with these new benchmarks we show
under what conditions neural relational inference models
can be expected to learn and generalise well. We also present
results on prioritised sampling in a training procedure that
parallels the scientfic process. Finally, we have presented,
and proven, an efficient new method for generating multi-
plex isomorphism classes for this context that makes further
work in this area practical and accessible.
Ethics Statement
Our work is concerned primarily with foundational results
in graph theory and their implications for training and eval-
uation for similarly foundational problems in systems of in-
teracting particles. For this reason we consider there to be
few foreseeable broader impacts, though we address the po-
tential application of these models to human networks.
The NRI (Kipf et al. 2018) presents results applying the
model to the motion of basketball players and it seems
reasonable to consider whether this could be extended to
generic motion of people. Firstly, the application is more
narrow than it first appears, predicting motion during an ar-
tificially constrained phase of play (a pick-and-roll) and the
model is only weakly able to reconstruct player trajectories
even in this scenario. Secondly, there is a scaling issue with
the current system that requires O(N2) relations to be con-
sidered which has not been resolved (limiting application to
larger groups). Thirdly, it is unclear how the data collection
to enable this application could be performed without also
having the infrastructure to make it redundant—if you have
high quality segmented overhead video footage of citizens,
why do you need a model to tell you how they will move?
A second consideration may be that the model could be
adopted to track how individuals interact and ‘move’ online.
Whilst it would be interesting to investigate whether these
models can be used in a discrete, non-Euclidean space, cur-
rent work is limited to particles moving in a continuous, low-
dimensional, Euclidean space only, and it is far from obvious
how to solve key challenges to adapting to this new task.
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A Proof for the multiplex graph
isomorphism algorithm
To show the algorithm works, we need to show given one
representative of an isomorphism class, it generates all iso-
morphic layered graphs.
Suppose we have graphs G0, ..., Gr as our basis graphs,
together with embeddings fi : V (Gi) → V a common ver-
tex set. We can identify this vertex set V with the vertex set
V (G0), and choose to do so. We can therefore assume we
have bijections hi : V (Gi) → V (G0) by post-composing
with f−10 .
Suppose that g0, ..., gr give an isomorphic embedding to
the fi. Let γ be an isomorphism which witnesses the layered
graphs are isomorphic, i.e. there is an edge between γgi(v)
and γgi(w) iff there is an edge between fi(v) and fi(w).
Since all of these maps are bijections, we deduce f−1i γgi
exists and is an automorphism of Gi for each i. Call this
map τi.
Note that γ−1fiτi = gi∀i. Returning to the h maps, we
want to transform the f−10 fi into the g
−1
0 gi by postcomposi-
tion of a common isomorphism of G0, and precomposition
by isomorphisms of Gi. Using our previous map, we ob-
serve g−10 gi = τ
−1
0 g
−1
0 γγ
−1fiτi = τ−10 f
−1
0 fiτi. This has
the same form as in our algorithm, and hence we must obtain
every isomorphic embedding.
B Other investigations
In this section we present other investigations that were con-
ducted on the fNRI using isomophism-aware benchmarks.
This includes identifying which interaction types are most
important for training, the effect of not including all isomor-
phism classes in the training set, and measuring generalisa-
tion for three interactions (as opposed to two interactions in
Section 4).
B.1 Training essentials
The importance of each interaction type in the training set
for the fNRI on the ideal-spring, charge dataset is investi-
gated here. The datasets used are:
• Extrapolate Charges to High (XCH)
• Extrapolate Charges to Low (XCL)
• Interpolate Charges (IC)
• Extrapolate Springs to High (XSH)
• Extrapolate Springs to Low (XSL)
• Interpolate Springs (IS)
Using the XCH dataset as an example, the interaction net-
works are split into high charge and low charge groups. The
training set is comprised of the low charges. The validation
and test set is comprised of the high charges. Each has [50,
22, 22] initial conditions. The same logic and number of ini-
tial conditions apply to the other datasets.
The results in Table 5 show that the fNRI has comparable
performance for the spring datasets, and performs the best
on the XCL dataset for the charges. Training on high charges
seems to allow for better generalisation to lower charges
whereas there seems to be no preference for the springs. To
gain insight into these results, we identify the ‘difficulty’ of
each interaction type. To do this we trained the fNRI on the
Con-111 dataset and partitioned the test set by interaction
type. The results are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Encoding accuracy (left) and mean-squared error
(right) for 20 time-steps of the predicted trajectories vs. dif-
ferent combinations of interaction types in the interaction
network. The colour-scale is chosen such that light colours
are associated with worse performance. The high charge in-
teractions are associated with lower performance for both
the accuracy and the mean-squared error. The performance
is roughly constant for the mean-squared error, with respect
to variations in the number of springs, whereas it decreases
with decreasing number of springs for the accuracy.
According to the reconstruction error (MSE20), the most
difficult interactions are the high charge interaction net-
works, which seems to become easier for no springs and
high springs. This is expected for the no spring case and the
high spring (purely attractive) case may be explained by the
clumping of particles which may cause the fNRI to ‘cheat’
and predict the centre of mass motion of the particles. Be-
sides this, the spring difficulty seems to be roughly constant
for each number of charge-edges. The difficulty, according
to the encoding accuracy, is highest for high charges and
low springs. This may explain the results on the extrapola-
tion/interpolation datasets. According to the reconstruction
error, the training set ‘difficulty’ should be around the same
for the spring datasets, whereas the XCL dataset should have
the most difficult training set. This may suggest that training
DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY I-SPRING CHARGE
XSH 96.48± 64.26 0.567± 0.288 0.688± 0.181 0.779± 0.250
XSL 105.40 ± 38.21 0.568 ± 0.278 0.724± 0.187 0.749± 0.191
IS 99.33± 9.29 0.380±0.118 0.636 ±0.082 0.563±0.068
XCH 230.45± 9.56 0.384± 0.063 0.626± 0.074 0.572± 0.025
XCL 32.05± 17.62 0.605± 0.242 0.708± 0.201 0.836± 0.095
IC 73.49± 27.80 0.412± 0.144 0.629± 0.171 0.649± 0.170
Table 5: fNRI performance on extrapolation/interpolation datasets with ideal-spring (top) and charge (bottom) interactions. The
fNRI has comparable performance on all the ideal-spring datasets and performs the best on the XCL dataset for the charges.
on interactions the model find the most difficult may gen-
eralise better to easier interactions, and not the other way
around. Note that the fNRI only has access to the recon-
struction error (in the loss function) and not the encoding
accuracy.
B.2 The effect of sub-sampling
In this section we consider the effect of not including all the
possible multiplex isomorphism classes in the training set,
for ideal-spring charge interactions. We compare the per-
formance of Con-n datasets, which contain all the multi-
plex isomorphism classes, with the performance on the Sub-
Con-n dataset. This dataset removes some multiplex iso-
morphism classes from the training set of the Con-n dataset
such that there are [324, 454, 454] multiplex isomorphism
classes. The validation and test sets are identical between
these two datasets.
The Sub-Con-n datasets generally show the same be-
haviour as the Con-n datasets. It performs worse, but even-
tually catches up to the performance on the Con-n dataset.
The threshold frequency of learning has been shifted from
around 20 initial conditions to around 40 initial conditions.
This suggests that sub-sampling increases the threshold fre-
quency of learning.
B.3 Measuring generalisation for three
interactions
Here we focus on the ideal-spring, charge and finite-spring
interactions for five particles, as opposed to the case for
ideal-spring and charge interactions in Section 4. We use
the Con-111, Iso-155 and Con-Iso dataset as before, but for
ideal-spring, charge, finite-spring interactions. In this case,
the number of multiplex isomorphism classes is large (over
250,000) and we are no longer constrained to using just 454
of them, as in the case for ideal-spring, charge interactions.
We keep the same structure for the Con-111 and Iso-155
datasets, but for the con-iso dataset we use [454, 454, 454]
interaction networks, all from different multiplex isomor-
phism classes. A summary of the results are shown in Table
6.
The results are qualitatively similar to the results for the
ideal-spring, charge interactions in Section 4, with the fNRI
performing the best on the Iso-155 dataset and the worst on
the Con-111 dataset. This shows that the fNRI generalises
better to different graphs, compared to different initial con-
Figure 10: A comparison between the fNRI performance
on the Con-n and Sub-Con-n datasets. (left) The encoding
accuracy (higher is better). (right) The predicted trajectory
mean-squared error for 20 time steps (lower is better). The
Sub-Con-n dataset curve approximately has the same be-
haviour as for the Con-n dataset curve, but shifted to higher
number of initial conditions.
ditions. Again, a plausible explanation is that repeatedly ob-
serving the same interaction networks applied to different
initial conditions provides a strong learning signal.
DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY I-SPRING ACCURACY CHARGE ACCURACY F-SPRING ACCURACY
ORIGINAL-ER 21.19± 0.53 0.609± 0.051 0.866± 0.025 0.975± 0.010 0.673± 0.044
CON-111 37.59± 1.07 0.548± 0.013 0.831± 0.015 0.978± 0.003 0.619± 0.006
ISO-155 15.68± 0.34 0.604± 0.024 0.873± 0.019 0.979± 0.004 0.660± 0.017
CON-ISO 31.84± 0.16 0.567± 0.019 0.849± 0.016 0.984± 0.001 0.630± 0.012
Table 6: fNRI performance on the ideal-spring, charge, finite-spring datasets. The fNRI has the best performance on the Iso-
155 dataset, and the worst on the Con-111 dataset. Recall that the Original-ER dataset overestimates the performance due to
isomorphism leakage.
MODEL DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY I-SPRING CHARGE F-SPRING
FNRI TRAIN-ER 19.61±0.56 0.575±0.059 0.852±0.031 0.978±0.004 0.637±0.052TRAIN-UNIFORM 16.45± 1.03 0.553±0.019 0.860±0.012 0.981±0.004 0.611±0.021
NRI TRAIN-ER 428.55±20.18 0.565±0.071 0.865±0.018 0.937±0.072 0.644±0.038TRAIN-UNIFORM 376.44± 8.95 0.583±0.053 0.890±0.006 0.929±0.063 0.665±0.018
Table 7: fNRI and NRI performance on the Train-ER and Train-Uniform datasets with ideal-spring, charge, finite-spring inter-
actions. The ER sampling biases affects the predictive performance of the models.
MODEL DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY I-SPRING CHARGE F-SPRING
FNRI ORIGINAL-ER 21.19± 0.53 0.609± 0.051 0.866± 0.025 0.975± 0.010 0.673± 0.044REJECTION-ER 24.82± 1.83 0.525± 0.010 0.814± 0.010 0.973± 0.003 0.599± 0.005
NRI ORIGINAL-ER 24.49± 0.34 0.604± 0.057 0.885± 0.001 0.922± 0.090 0.687± 0.009REJECTION-ER 26.10± 0.48 0.507± 0.059 0.869± 0.004 0.793± 0.062 0.659± 0.021
Table 8: fNRI and NRI performance on the Original-ER and Rejection-ER datasets with ideal-spring, charge, finite-spring
interactions. Isomorphism leakage in the Original-ER sampling leads to performance overestimation.
DATASET MSE20 /10−5 ACCURACY SPRING ACCURACY CHARGE ACCURACY
ORIGINAL-ER 10.03 ± 0.47 0.928 ± 0.008 0.980± 0.001 0.959 ± 0.019
CON-111 14.31 ± 0.71 0.943 ± 0.005 0.971 ± 0.002 0.970 ± 0.004
ISO-155 8.07± 0.56 0.965± 0.001 0.983± 0.002 0.981± 0.002
CON-ISO 9.65±0.33 0.534± 0.003 0.706± 0.004 0.682± 0.005
Table 9: fNRI performance on the ideal-spring, charge datasets. The fNRI demonstrates generalisation to different initial con-
ditions, multiplex isomorphism classes and both.
